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Spatial effects
The awareness and incorporation of space is evidently fundamental to geography. In 1979, it spurs the geographer Waldo Tobler to formulate the first law of geography, stating "everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things."
The relevance of spatial effects extends, however, beyond geography, and is ubiquitous in many of the social sciences. Cliff and Ord (1981) Economists have traditionally been more reluctant to consider space as a relevant factor. In 1890, the economist Marshall acknowledges the role of space, maintaining that the working of the market depends "… chiefly on variations in the area of space, and the period of time over which the market in question extends; the influence of time being more fundamental than that of space." It takes until the 1950s, however, before Walter Isard opposes this, what he calls, "Anglo-Saxon bias" that repudiates the factor of space, compresses everything within the economy to a point so that all spatial resistance disappears, and thus confines economic theory to "a wonderland of no spatial dimensions." It is an ongoing debate ever since, whether space is merely a geographical facilitator or medium for movement, or whether space has an intrinsic explanatory function.
The Dixit-Stiglitz revolution in economic theory increases the awareness for imperfect competition and increasing returns to scale that is subsequently apparent in the New Economic Geography of Krugman, Fujita, and others. Nowadays, spatial dimensions are taken into account in the study of, for instance, economic growth, high-tech innovations, urban economics, public sector productivity, fiscal policy interdependence, and international trade.
Spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity
Spatial effects include spatial heterogeneity and spatial dependence. Spatial heterogeneity refers to structural relations that vary over space, either in a discrete or categorical fashion (for instance, urban vs. rural, or according to an urban hierarchy), or in a continuous manner (such as on a trend surface). Spatial dependence points to systematic spatial variation that results in observable clusters or a systematic spatial pattern. These descriptions already show that in an observational sense, spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity are not always easily discernable. The clustering of high values in, for instance, urban areas and urban fringes can be interpreted as spatial clustering of high values pertaining to urban areas and low values to rural areas, but it may as well be viewed as spatial heterogeneity distinguishing metropolitan areas from their hinterland.
The typical feature of spatial dependence or spatial autocorrelation is that it is twodimensional and multidirectional. An observation of an attribute at one location can be correlated with the value of the same attribute at a different location, and vice versa, and the causation pattern can occur in different directions. The occurrence of spatial heterogeneity does not necessarily have severe implications for the information that can be obtained from a spatial data series. Spatial autocorrelation does, however, because an observation is partly predictable from neighboring observations. A series of spatially dependent observations therefore contains less information. This is similar to the situation in time series analysis, where a forecast with respect to the future can be partly inferred from what happened in the past. The two-dimensional and multidirectional nature of spatial autocorrelation makes that the spatial case is more complex.
Spatial econometrics
The history of the analysis of the spatial autocorrelation problem goes back to the work of statisticians such as Moran, Geary and Whittle in the late 1940s and early 50s. The development of the literature is rather slow until Cliff and Ord publish their seminal book about spatial autocorrelation in 1973. Their book focuses on the statistical analysis of spatial data series, although not exclusively from a spatial statistical point of view because there is also some attention for modeling. The modeling context is, however, much more pronounced in the efforts of the Dutch-Belgian economist Jean Paelinck, who coins the term 'spatial econometrics' in the early 1970s. Paelinck and Klaassen jointly write the first monograph on spatial econometrics in 1979, stressing the need to explicitly model spatial relations, epitomizing the asymmetry in spatial interrelations and the role of spatial interdependence.
The edges of the field are in those days pushed ahead mainly by Dutch regional economists (Bartels, Brandsma, Hordijk, Ketellapper, and Nijkamp) . Later, the center of activity shifts to the US, where both economists and geographers concentrate on introducing new statistical tests (particularly, tests developed in a maximum likelihood framework) and the specification and estimation of spatial regression models. During the late 1990s, these methodological developments are gradually being picked up in applied spatial research, among other things facilitated by the availability of spatial econometric software.
The most comprehensive book of 'modern' developments is Anselin's 1988 book on methods and models of spatial econometrics, where he defines spatial econometrics as "the collection of techniques that deal with the peculiarities caused by space in the statistical analysis of regional science models." The modeling perspective, already pondered by Paelinck, distinguishes spatial econometrics from the broader field of spatial statistics (Cressie, 1993) . Good theoretical overviews of spatial econometrics are available in Anselin and Bera (1998) , and Anselin (2001) . The tutorial of the SpaceStat software is available online (http://www.terraseer. com/spacestat.html) and provides a good introduction. LeSage's contribution to the Web book of regional science gives a more applied, hands-on introduction to spatial econometrics (http://www.rri.wvu.edu).
Article organization
This article continues as follows. In Section 2, we discuss test statistics for spatial autocorrelation that have been developed, and their concurrent measurement level of the data.
We cover various techniques for exploratory spatial data analysis, in particular those techniques that assist in determining the correct specification of regression models. Several frequently used models are introduced in Section 3, and in Section 4 we present misspecification tests for spatial dependence. It is common that in practical applications it is difficult to determine what the actual data generating process is on the basis of a series of misspecification tests. Little is known about this specific aspect of spatial econometric modeling. We review the limited knowledge about specification search strategies in Section 5. At the same time, we provide guidelines for practitioners of spatial data analysis by reviewing software that contains tools for misspecification testing and estimation of spatial process models. Section 6 concludes.
Testing for spatial autocorrelation
Definition spatial autocorrelation
The seminal work of Cliff and Ord (1973, 1981) has induced extensive attention for the statistical properties of spatial data, in particular for spatial autocorrelation or dependence.
Statistical tests for spatial association or dependence are always based on the null hypothesis of spatial independence. The general notion of independence is easily formalized as: ,
For independent events, such as tossing an unbiased coin, the probability of the occurrence of a series of events (e.g., throwing 6 and subsequently 5) is determined multiplicatively by the chance of the occurrence of the individual events (i.e., throwing 6 and throwing 5). In the case of dependence, the above implication does not hold, because the chance of the second event occurring is somehow conditional on the occurrence of the first event.
The notion of spatial dependence is similar, but more specific in the sense that the dependence among events is mediated through space, for instance, either through distance or adjacency. We refer to spatial dependence using informal terms, such as spatial clustering of similar values, an organized pattern, or systematic spatial variation. Strictly speaking, spatial dependence is a characteristic of the joint probability density function. As such, it is only verifiable under simplifying conditions, such as normality. Spatial autocorrelation is simply a moment of that joint distribution. In this article, however, we follow common practice, and use spatial autocorrelation and spatial dependence interchangeably.
Spatial autocorrelation is easily observed in Figure 1 . In the graph to the right, observations are randomly distributed over space, so the chances of observing a specific value are independently distributed. The left graph exhibits spatial autocorrelation or dependence, because the probability of a specific value occurring in a specific location depends on the value of neighboring locations.
Statistical tests for spatial autocorrelation
The common element in all tests for spatial autocorrelation is that they relate a vector of attribute values for various locations to all other locations through a matrix representing the structure of the spatial system. Most test statistics are special cases of the general crossproduct statistic developed in various publications by Hubert, Golledge, Costanza, and Gale,
given by: , 
Most statistics for spatial association are special cases of the above cross-product statistic. For spatial data measured on a nominal level (for example, unity for a location displaying the attribute, and zero otherwise, usually colored black and white on a map) socalled join-count statistics have been developed. They compute the observed frequency of black-black, black-white, and white-white joins. The comparison to what is expected by chance constitutes a formal test for spatial autocorrelation. The test statistics are asymptotically normally distributed and the moments, under free and non-free sampling, are derived in Cliff and Ord (1981) . They also provide extensions to categorical data organized in multi-colored maps.
The best-known spatial association statistics for ordinal and interval data are Geary's c and Moran's I. These statistics are also special cases of the general cross-product statistic.
The univariate Moran's I statistic is given by:
or in matrix terms,
where x is a (n × 1) vector of observations measured in deviations from the mean i x x , W is a spatial weight matrix with (n × n) elements w ij representing the topology of the spatial system, and is the sum of the elements of the spatial weights matrix. The weight matrix is typically exogenously determined, and can be defined using contiguity, distance, or more complicated specifications such as those based on the distance and length of the common border, referred to as 'generalized weights' (Cliff and Ord, 1981, pp. 17-18) . As for all autocorrelation statistics, a slight rearrangement of the statistic shows that it is based on a comparison of the covariance of spatially connected observations to the variance of all observations. 0 S Statistical inference can be based on the standardized or z-value of Moran's I, as:
but an assumption about the distribution of the x-variates is needed. The moments of I can be derived analytically assuming that the x follow a normal distribution, or that the distribution is unknown but can be approximated in a nonparametric framework using a randomization approach. Alternatively, an estimated distribution function for Moran's I can be empirically generated following a permutation approach (Cliff and Ord, 1981, pp. 42-46 and 63-65) .
It is common practice to interpret Moran's I as a correlation coefficient, although its 
Cliff and Ord (1981) Geary's c is also more sensitive to the distribution of the sample data (see Cliff and Ord, 1981) .
Note that the above statistics and their asymptotic properties refer to 'raw data.' The moments for regression residuals are different, because residuals are correlated by definition -even if the errors are independent. The asymptotic properties of Moran's I for regression residuals have been derived (see below), whereas those for Geary's c are not available.
The above autocorrelation statistics have a series of important limitations (Cliff and Ord, 1981; Anselin, 1988) . First, for most straightforward specifications of the weight matrix, the statistics are topologically invariant, implying that changes in the size, shape, and relative strength of the link between the areal units are ignored. Second, in the connection or weights matrix all links are given equal weight, which does not necessarily confirm to an appropriate perception of space. Third, the level of aggregation of the data and the spatial arrangement is usually rather arbitrary, but it affects the magnitude of the statistics. In order to ensure identification, the weights have to be defined a priori and exogenously, but this implies that for irregularly spaced areal units no analytical mathematical properties can be derived.
Finally, the specification of the weight matrix is such that out-of-sample observations are simply ignored. This leads to edge effects that are difficult to assess and it is cumbersome, or even impossible, to alleviate their disturbing influence.
Local statistics and the Moran scatterplot
During the 1990s, two extensions of the above overall or 'global' statistics are developed to further intensify exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA for short). One extension centers on disaggregating the overall pattern of spatial variation in local spatial patterns, and is caught in so-called local indicators of spatial association (commonly referred to as LISA).
Exploratory spatial data analysis focuses on identifying spatial dependence patterns and spatial heterogeneity, either as an independent analytical tool or as a tool that assists in identifying the specification of a spatial regression model. The cross-product statistics discussed above are 'global' in nature in that they identify clusters of spatial association pertaining to the entire spatial system. However, spatial processes may be instable or nonstationary. Within an overall autocorrelated sample, local pockets of randomness may exist.
Alternatively, localized clusters of spatial association, sometimes referred to as 'hot spots,' may be observed within an overall randomly distributed sample of observations. The generalized cross-product statistic, and variants such as Moran's I can be disaggregated into local statistics. For instance, for a standardized weights matrix (i.e., the row sums are scaled to unity) the local Moran is given by:
which clearly shows that the local Moran is proportional to the global Moran's I up to a scaling constant. Anselin (1995) shows that the null distribution of the local statistic should not be approximated by the normal, but instead a randomization approach should be used for statistical inference.
The proportionality property distinguishes LISA from other local statistics, notably the Getis-Ord statistics. The latter compare the sum of values in neighboring locations within a certain distance band to the sum over all locations, and have a slightly different interpretation (Getis and Ord, 1992) . The LISA and the Getis-Ord statistic can both be used to identify local pockets of non-stationarity, or to evaluate the contribution of individual areal units to the global spatial pattern.
A second extension of the overall or global statistics builds on the general property that any statistic taking the form of a ratio of a quadratic form and its sum of squares can be interpreted as a bivariate regression coefficient. Equations (4) and (5) show that Moran's I has this form, and it is thus equivalent to the estimated parameter of a regression of Wx on x.
Rearranging gives:
( )
omitting the standardization term that is unity for a standardized weights matrix. This result can be visualized in a Moran scatterplot that can be used to visually identify spatial clusters, outliers, and local non-stationarity (Anselin 1995 (Anselin , 1996 . The Moran scatterplot is similar to the spatial lag scatterplot in exploratory geostatistics (Cressie, 1991, pp. 38-39) . When the xvariable is standardized (i.e., expressed in deviations from the sample mean, and divided by the standard deviation), and the value of x is plotted on the horizontal axis and the weighted average value of x for the neighbors on the vertical axis, the scatterplot contains four quadrants (see 
Illustration of exploratory spatial data analysis
We provide a simple illustration from neoclassical economic growth theory that we will also use for modeling purposes below. In their path-breaking article Mankiw, Romer and Weil This pattern of spatial clustering is corroborated in the statistical analysis. We specify the elements of the spatial weights matrix as 1 , where is the spherical distance of the geographical midpoints of the various countries, and we put zeros on the diagonal. The weights matrix is standardized, implying that all elements are scaled such that each row sum equals one, in order to avoid scale effects. This is a first visual indication that spatial heterogeneity may be relevant for the regression model, either by varying the coefficients over different types of regions and/or allowing for groupwise heteroskedasticity.
Spatial regression models
The specification of spatial dependence in (linear) regression models is usually distinguished according to two types of representation. One is to directly model the dependence, for instance, by means of a distance deterrence function. If a sufficient number of data points is available the influence of spatial impediments can be estimated directly. Another approach is to provide exogenous structure by specifying the spatial topology and interaction structure in a spatial weights matrix in order to avoid the incidental parameter problem that would arise when the influence of neighboring locations is estimated for each region separately. We restrict the discussion to the latter category of so-called spatial process models. There is a third type of model, the so-called conditional autoregressive models, but for these types of models, it is rather cumbersome to attain appropriate estimates (Cliff and Ord, 1981) .
Spatial process models
A general specification for a spatial regression model is the specification combining a spatially autoregressive dependent variable among the set of explanatory variables and spatially autoregressive disturbances. where y is the (n × 1) vector with observations on the dependent variable, X the (n × k) design matrix containing the explanatory variables, β the (k × 1) vector with parameters, ρ the scalar spatially autoregressive parameter, λ the scalar spatial autoregressive disturbance parameter, and µ is an (n × 1) independently and identically distributed vector of error terms.
The spatial interaction pattern can be restricted to first-order neighbors (i.e., neighbors that have a common border) as in equation (11), or extended to higher-order neighbors (i.e., neighbors of the neighbors, etc.) as in equation (10). Alternatively, the weight matrix can be specified using inverse distances, eventually with a cut-off point. In the latter case, an interpretation similar to the higher-order interpretation is feasible, using distance bands. The weights matrices for the spatially lagged dependent variable and in the error term do not necessarily have to be identical, but they are assumed the same here for reasons of simplicity. Spatial stationarity is assured by constraining the spatial autoregressive parameters to lie in the interval 1/ω min and 1/ω max , where ω min and ω max are respectively the smallest and the largest eigenvalues (on the real line) of the spatial weights matrix. For a row-standardized spatial weights matrix (i.e., the row sums are scaled to unity), the largest eigenvalues is always +1. The model contains a spatially homogeneous set of coefficients but can trivially be extended to allow for spatially varying coefficients and/or heteroskedasticity. A related model is the ARMA(1,1) variant that, for the first-order case, reads as 
for which the error covariance is the same as in the AR(1) model assuming otherwise homoskedastic errors.
As a special case of the spatial ARMA model one can easily derive the spatial moving average model as
, with error covariance matrix .
Although the AR and MA specification appear to be similar, the difference in the error covariance shows that the spatial dependence in the MA model is restricted to first and second-order neighbors, whereas in the AR model the dependence extends throughout the spatial system.
The interpretation of spatial effects
The standard spatial process models introduced above illustrate two quite different interpretations of spatial dependence. Dependence can either be modeled as a substantive process or as a nuisance (Anselin and Rey, 1991) . In the spatial lag model, a substantive theoretical interpretation can be given to the spatial interaction. In the spatial error model, spatial dependence is caused either by (erroneously) omitted spatially correlated variables or it is caused by boundaries of regions that do not coincide with actual behavioral units. The different specifications of spatial dependence have divergent implications for estimation and statistical inference. The spatial error model is an example of the more general class of models with a non-spherical variance-covariance matrix, although due to the multidirectional nature of spatial dependence the estimation is more difficult than for time series (in particular, estimated generalized least squares estimators are inconsistent). The spatial lag model exhibits endogeneity that can be taken into account by instrumental variable or general methods of moments techniques, but should preferably be solved using an appropriate maximum likelihood estimator (see Anselin, 1988, for details) . In contrast to the time series case, where OLS remains consistent if the errors are not serially correlated and its use is therefore asymptotically warranted, OLS estimators for the spatial lag model are biased and inconsistent, irrespective of the properties of the error term. Nuisance dependence in the error term is less serious because OLS remains unbiased, but it is inefficient.
Rearranging equation (12) shows that the spatial error model is equivalent to an extended spatial lag model comprising both the spatially lagged dependent and spatially lagged exogenous variables:
where X ( is the original design matrix X, except for the constant. The formal equivalence only holds if (k -1) nonlinear constraints are satisfied, specifically γ β − = λ . This model is generally referred to as the 'spatial Durbin' or 'common factor' model. The similarity between the spatial error and the common factor model shows that tests with either the spatial error or the spatial lag model as the alternative hypothesis are likely to have power against the other alternative as well (Anselin, 2001 ).
Testing for spatial effects in spatial process models
Apart from focused tests with an informative alternative hypothesis that points to, for instance, the spatial lag or the spatial error model, various diffuse tests merely reflecting whether the residuals are spatially correlated have been developed. The oldest and best known is Moran's I for regression residuals, given by:
where u is the (n × 1) vector of OLS residuals. As with the Moran's I for raw data given in Equation (5), statistical inference can be based on the assumption of asymptotic normality, but an exact approach depending on the matrix X is available too, although rather cumbersome to apply. Moran's I for regression residuals is a locally best invariant test, and moments and estimation details are given in Cliff and Ord (1981) , and Anselin (1988) . An alternative large sample test derived under less restrictive assumptions has been derived in Kelejian and Robinson (1992) .
Unidirectional and multidirectional tests for spatial dependence
Focused tests have a clear alternative hypothesis and are developed in a maximum likelihood framework. They either refer to a unidirectional alternative hypothesis dealing with one specific misspecification, a multidirectional alternative comprising various misspecifications, or they are robust in the sense that the test allows for the potential presence of a second type of misspecification. The Lagrange Multiplier tests LM λ and LM ρ are unidirectional tests with the spatial error and the spatial lag model as their respective alternative hypothesis. The LMerror test is identical to a scaled Moran coefficient (for row-standardized weights), and reads as:
where s 2 is the maximum likelihood variance u n / u ′ , T is a scalar computed as the trace of a quadratic expression in the weight matrix, T , and the test asymptotically follows a χ 2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
The LM-lag test has the same asymptotic distribution, and looks similar:
where is a part of the estimated information matrix, b the OLS estimated parameter vector, and M the projection matrix
Unfortunately, the LM-error test cannot be used to distinguish between the spatial autoregressive and the moving average processes. The same holds for multidirectional tests, such as the test against the ARAR and the ARMA model, which is similar but not equal to the sum of the error and the lag test:
and follows a distribution.
2 ) 2 ( χ Finally, a multidirectional test against spatial error dependence and heteroskedasticity does equal the sum of the LM-error test and the familiar LM test for heteroskedasticity due to Breusch and Pagan:
where the elements of f are defined as f i = (u i /s) 2 -1, and Z is a (n × k) matrix containing the variables causing the heteroskedasticity. The BP test is asymptotically distributed as χ 2 with k degrees of freedom, and hence this joint test follows a distribution.
Rather than simple spatial heteroskedasticity, increasingly complex forms of spatial heterogeneity are possible as well. They occur in the case of discrete or continuous spatial variation, and they can be restricted to the means of homogeneous subgroups (spatial ANOVA or a trend surface) or extend to all coefficients (spatial regimes, and error component or spatial expansion models). Anselin (1988) provides details and appropriate test statistics.
Robust tests for spatial dependence
The derivation of specification tests with locally misspecified alternatives makes it possible to more clearly distinguish between spatial error and spatial lag dependence. These tests are labeled robust because the test statistics account for the potential presence of a spatial lag or spatially correlated errors when testing for the presence of spatially correlated errors or a spatial lag, respectively . The test for a spatial error process robust to the local presence of a spatial lag is:
This clearly shows the subtraction of a correction factor that accounts for the local misspecification of a spatial lag process. The test for a spatial lag process robust to the local presence of a spatial error is given by:
Both tests asymptotically follow a distribution.
2 ) 1 ( χ It would be fruitful if one could also test for a spatial error or a spatial lag model assuming local misspecification in the form of heteroskedasticity. This approach, however, leads to a highly non-linear problem (see Anselin, 1988, pp. 112-115) .
Small samples, specification strategies and software
In the spatial econometrics literature, the design of misspecification tests has predominantly focused on continuous regression models, although some recent results are also concerned with categorical models (Kelejian and Prucha, 2001) , and on the use of Lagrange Multiplier tests. Although LM tests are asymptotically equivalent to Wald and Likelihood Ratio tests, LM tests are computationally convenient because they are based on parameter estimates under the null hypothesis. Although the increasing availability of large data samples alleviates the problem of the small sample distribution of the tests being markedly different from their asymptotic distribution, substantial efforts have been put into simulating the performance of the tests in small sample situations.
Small sample performance and specification strategies
The finite sample performance of spatial dependence tests across various 'true' models is actually quite well documented (see Florax and De Graaff, 2004 , for a comprehensive overview). For diffuse misspecification tests, it has been shown that the power of Moran's I is greater than the Kelejian-Robinson test. The latter is also more sensitive to departures of the normality of the error distribution, although on the positive side, it has power against spatial dependence as well as heteroskedasticity. As one would expect, the power of focused (Florax et al., 2003) , but a comparison to the filtering approaches is not yet available. The latter, as well as a specification strategy centering on how to deal with the joint occurrence of heteroskedasticity (or spatial heterogeneity) and spatial dependence, would be extremely relevant for practitioners of spatial econometric modeling.
Apart from further research on the small sample performance and specification strategies, there are several other unresolved questions or points that deserve further attention.
For instance, mainstream econometrics is reluctant to accept the a priori imposition of the elements of the weights matrix, which can be avoided by using so-called direct representation models. Moreover, further advances in the treatment of spatial effects in a panel data setting are required (see Baltagi et al., 2003) , and computational problems when dealing with large data sets need to be further explored.
Software for spatial exploratory and explanatory analysis
In recent years, there is an upsurge in the development and availability of software for spatial statistics and spatial econometrics. The two most complete software packages are SpaceStat (Anselin, 1992;  
Illustration of the spatial modeling approach
In order to illustrate the workings of the spatial econometric modeling approach we continue the economic growth example that we started in Section II. Table 2 presents the results for the Mankiw-Romer-Weil (MRW) analysis in the first column. Economic growth over the period 1960-1985 is regressed on the GDP level in 1960, and three variables (investment share, population growth, and human capital) accounting for differences across countries. The implication of the estimation findings is that the 98 non-oil countries are converging towards each other (or actually their so-called 'steady state') at a rate of 1.4% per year. The misspecification tests in column (1) show that the estimated standard errors are not accurate because of heteroskedasticity, and -more important -the estimates are biased because of the erroneously omitted spatially lagged dependent variable. We therefore estimate the spatial lag model, with results being reported in column (2). The misspecification tests for this model indicate that there is no remaining spatial error correlation, but the model still suffers from heteroskedasticity. We proceed by allowing the error variance to differ between slow and fast growing economies, and present the results in column (3). Relaxing the homoskedasticity restriction is, however, a rather mechanical solution to the potential relevance of spatial heterogeneity. It does not have a substantive interpretation. We therefore introduce the possibility of two spatial regimes, allowing the coefficients and the variances to differ between slow and fast growing economies. Columns (4a and b) show that this is an appropriate model. There is no heteroskedasticity when the regression parameters are allowed to vary between two different 'clubs' of countries; the Chow test indicates that overall the estimated regression parameters for the two types of countries are not identical; and the spatially lagged dependent variable is highly significant and is large in magnitude. From the 'reduced' form of the spatial lag model, y = (I -ρW) -1 (Xβ + ε), it is easily seen that the significance of the spatial lag variable can be caused by the omission of spatially correlated exogenous variables and/or by spatially correlated factors within each country that are not considered in the specification. The modeling results reveal that instead of MRW's 1.4% convergence rate, a differentiation among slow growing economies converging at a 0.3% rate, and fast growing economies converging at a 1.2% rate, is more in accordance with reality. The ultimate model specification allows for spatial heterogeneity and accounts for the intrinsic spatial interrelatedness of countries' economies.
Conclusion
The use of appropriate spatial statistical and spatial econometric techniques is imperative.
This applies to all analyses in the social sciences that are based, or should be based, on spatially referenced data. Such analyses are not necessarily restricted to cases in which data for a specific spatial area (cities, counties, states, or countries) are employed. For any analysis that is intrinsically spatial, whether it is operationalized using individual data, institutional data (firms, hospitals, and the like), or spatially demarcated data, the use of spatial analysis techniques is a conditio sine qua non. The growing availability of easy-to-use software for spatial analysis makes it tempting to simply 'try' all kinds of different spatial models and techniques, but it is highly desirable that this blends in with a careful consideration of the inherent subtleties underlying different spatial modeling techniques, and theoretical considerations with respect to the topic at hand. Careful consideration of the works mentioned in the bibliography may assist the reader in doing so. 5  1  7  4  2  2 5  8  1  9 10  12  3  2 0 1 8  11   8  5  1 1  12  7  10 3  5  20  18 2  9  4 1 2 1 (a)
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FIGURE 1 Hypothetical example of a spatial distribution of values on a (7×10) regular grid. Source: with modifications adopted from Upton and Fingleton (1985, p. 153) . e For the tests on equality of individual coefficients for the different groups only the constant and the GDP level are significant (4.90 with probability 0.03, and 4.17 with probability 0.04, respectively). f In percents per year. The convergence rate is equal to 100 × (ln(β+1))/-T.
